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Project Abstract
Wineries produce thousands of wines that are
individually altered by each growing season and conditions
that Mother Nature presents, which vary year-by-year. From
increased rainfall and fog conditions, to soil composition
and vineyard proximity to the ocean, there are countless
factors that go into each bottle’s unique taste and aroma.
In order for consumers to understand the details of their
wine they must know what aromas, growing conditions, and
notes go into each bottle, hence the importance of having
readily accessible “tech-sheets.”
For my senior project, I chose to revamp the informational
tech sheets at Tolosa Winery during an 8-month marketing
internship that I had in 2021. I utilized my graphic design and
layout knowledge from Cal Poly’s GrC program to create
visually appealing and engaging tech sheets that can be
understood by a wide variety of people with all levels of
understanding about the wine industry, while collaborating
with various individuals within the wine industry to ensure
that I am including all necessary information.
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About Me

My name is Jennifer Craddock and I’m a fourth year student
at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, planning to graduate in June of 2022
with my Bachelor of Science in Graphic Communication. While
completing my degree I am focusing on Web and Digital Media,
and also completing my minor in Theatre Arts to coincide with my
15 years of stage experience while growing up.
I’m originally from Redondo Beach, California, in LA County.
I plan to move back home to LA to pursue a career in creative
marketing in the entertainment industry, with an emphasis in
social media. I’ve loved my four years in the GrC department pod,
and I can’t believe it’s almost over! Time flies!
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About Tolosa Winery
Marketing Internship March 2021-November 2021

Founded by Robin and Michelle Baggett in 1998,
one of many brands that they own, including
Alpha Omega Collective and Perinet, which is
based in Spain.

World class producers and distributors of Pinot
Noir and Chardonnay

Three tiers of wine:
Heritage Series (wholesale)
1772 Series (Poured in the Tasting Room)
Single Vineyard Series (Sourced from all
over California, from individual vineyards)
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Project Objective

My overall goal for this project is to educate a larger
proportion of the wine-loving community in the most effective
and visually appealing way. By creating infographics that
describe all of the information that is present on current tech
sheets and making them accessible through something so
common as a QR code. I am hoping to raise the “standard”
level of understanding about wine amongst patrons, as well
as open their eyes to the sheer existence of this information.
Through my deliverables, two separate digital publications
of the different tiers of wine that Tolosa pours in the Tasting
Room each through their own QR code, I hope to encourage
users to want to look at my designs as they will coincide
with their current experience of wine tasting.
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Important Terms
Notes
Vintage

Hints of different flavors that a
customer can recognize when
smelling or tasting the wine
The year that a wine was produced

Varietal

The name of the principal grape
that was used in production

On the Nose

Different aromas that can be
detected when smelling the wine

On the Palate

Different tastes that can be
detected when drinking the wine
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Timeline ( Fall 2021)
August

Began brainstorming for
potential senior projects.
Experienced a change in
leadership and reported to a
new boss.

September

Formulated idea and got
company approval, began
working with my new boss on
design elements, basic flow
and layout

October

Design progression and user
testing and feedback, my
boss told me about the QR
code feature in InDesign,
solving my main setback.

November

Finalized my design and
showcased it for the CEO
and Tasting Room Manager,
gathered and applied
feedback.
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Success Criteria
Preview the digital publication through the
same means as it is intended for the general
consumer by scanning the QR code on my
phone to get a realistic read of what the final
product will look like, and change/evaluate
things that are hard to read.

Create the QR code under a free-limitless
software that will allow unlimited scans and no
expiration date of the code to ensure that my
project withstands through time.

Preview each draft of the publication to friends
with varying levels of understanding about the
wine industry to gather effectiveness of the
layout and language that is used.

Lastly, I will gather feedback on design
principles from professionals in the field,
such as my boss within my internship and GrC
professors to gauge my application of what
I have learned in classes like our document
layout class and our digital publication class.
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Project Components
My two main project components included
vector graphics and stock images from Adobe
Stock, and in-house images and bottle shots
taken by the in-house photographer.
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Background Research
Source 1: Wine Insiders

This source provides a basic definition of what a tech sheet
is and names some of the vital components that exist within
a tech sheet.
A tech sheet is roughly a page long and details
the basic facts about a wine and its origin. The document
usually details the winemaker’s name/significant notes
within the wine, the vineyard source for the grapes
along with significant details about that vineyard which
contribute to the production of the grapes, the year that
the wine is produced (vintage) and the type of wine it falls
under (varietal), the appellation, which is a legally verified
designation of where the grapes were sources from, the
alcohol content percentage, or ABV (alcohol by volume),
how the wine was aged, and tasting notes.
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Background Research
Source 2: Wine Folly

This article details the differences between stainless
steel aging and oak aging, both of which were utilized at
Tolosa. Stainless Steel Aging, which is technically more
environmentally friendly and therefore praised in some
aspects, are anaerobic chambers that help to aerate oxygen
into the wine. They are used to preserve acidity and floral
flavors, thus being prevalent in white wines as those are
lighter on the palate than red wines.
Oak aging is the more classic way of aging wine.
Since it’s wood and is quite porous, they allow for the slow
oxygenation of the wine, along with the ability for these
barrels to be re-used and further enrich wines with “buttery,
caramel-y, chocolat-y, and vanilla-y flavors to wine.” This
source details, “the smaller the barrel used in aging, the
more oak flavors are added.” Tolosa uses a mixture of new
and old oak barrels to curate an individualized flavor, as
well as to be environmentally friendly.
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Background Research
Source 3: Vinepair

Wine names and terms stem from French words the
majority of the time, and under that same category the word
“terroir” in French has an English translation of “soil” or “earth.”
The idea of terroir in the wine industry is the collection of all
of the elements that can influence a wine, including the soil
minerality, air quality, location, farming tactics, surrounding
plants, and climate. The basic relationship between climate
and grapes is that “cool weather grapes” typically have a
lower sugar content and therefore a lower ABV, while “warm
weather grapes” typically have a higher sugar content and
therefore a higher ABV, due to the increased photosynthesis
activity with more sunlight. Soils are the other big component
of a wine’s taste, which in short mean that the minerals that
are present in a particular soil will have a huge impact on
the way the grapes grow, and what minerals are carried
through into the taste.
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Background Research
Source 4: Hypothesis

This source details the 5 basic principles that every
infographic should follow. These principles are:
•

Communicate one central idea: The infographic
should uniformly contribute to one central idea or
point of information that it is trying to get through to
its audience.

•

Communicate the data clearly: The data should be
easy to understand.

•

Create layers: This can be done either through
physical layers with coloring differences, or visual
layers with different levels of understanding.

•

Make it easy to navigate

•

Keep it beautiful: This is the most fun concept
within infographics, and can usually be seen as the
main motivation behind creating an infographic as
opposed to other methods of data communication.
I love creating infographics because it’s more fun
to put information into a visually appealing method
rather than typing out into a document.
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Design Comparison
Design inspiration 1: Chamisal
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Design Comparison
Design inspiration 1: Chamisal

Pros

Cons

Overwhelming amount
of text

Colorful, engaging theme
and layout

Bottle is off to the side,
not the center of focus

Bottle shot big enough to
read label
Includes necessary
information about the wine
Main points are highlighted
in the primary color so
your eyes go directly to it
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Design Comparison
Design inspiration 2: DAOU
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Design Comparison
Design inspiration 2: DAOU

Pros

Cons

Overwhelming amount
of text

Sophisticated layout
design that is on brand
Bottle shot big enough to
read label

Bottle is off to the side,
not the center of focus

Includes necessary
information about the wine

Information is nestled
into large bodies of text,
making it harder to find
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Process Components

I started my design process in Notability with sketching
my design idea onto a document, and then from there I began
to work and rework the design with my boss before creating
my final layout. I utilized InDesign the most for my project
layout and functionality, and then I used vector assets from
illustrator and Adobe Stock to create my note graphics.
Lastly, I used stock photos from Adobe Stock, and vineyard
and winery specific photos came from Tolosa’s business
account on SmugMug where their in-house photographer
curated any assets that they would need.
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Previous Design
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Design Progression

Bottle in center
Notes on either side
Winemaker notes below
Vintage/Varietal top

VARIETAL

VINTAGE

PER BOTTLE:
___% alcohol by volume
___ grapes per bottle
___ hands that helped

WINEMAKER NOTES
Ignaturi busdam eseriant
moluptum eaquatq uatur?
Qui ipsum que rerit quiaes
dolorum ut iur si alitibus,Uga. Namusdantur modis et
vel maximolorro excestius,
sinti omnisim quiatque pa
suntus volorat ioremol orentur epudit volorum

PER GLASS:
___% alcohol by volume
___ grapes per glass
___ hands that helped

TASTING NOTES
**will align with visuals of
each tasting element, sort
of like a clipart outline style
next to the name

SOMMELIER NOTES
Ignaturi busdam eseriant
moluptum eaquatq uatur?
Qui ipsum que rerit quiaes
dolorum ut iur si alitibus,Uga. Namusdantur modis et
vel maximolorro excestius,
sinti omnisim quiatque pa
suntus volorat ioremol orentur epudit volorum

PHOTO BAR OF THE SOURCE VINEYARD
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Final Design: 1772 Series
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Final Design: Single Vineyard
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Project Reflection

Overall, I really enjoyed working on this project. I
definitely did myself a favor in finishing my deliverables
before completing 462 because I was able to reflect on my
process as I worked through the different activities. Working
at Tolosa has opened my eyes to an entirely new world that
is so fascinating and has ignited a love for the wine industry,
that is full of sophistication and class.
I want to thank Professor Ma for providing us with a
detailed framework to keep us on track and providing the
necessary guidance that was needed in order to expand
upon the elements that I wanted to expand upon. Along
with this, I am eternally grateful to June McIvor, CEO of
Tolosa, and my two creative directors, Jonathan Rios and
Collette Van Gerwen, for inspiring me with the opportunity
to do this project and for allowing me to lean into every
aspect of Tolosa in order to learn as much as I could during
my internship.
Single Vineyard Series

I am so grateful for the GrC department for providing me
with the knowledge necessary to complete this project in a
timely manner, as well as being able to turn it into something
that I am extremely proud of. This department is such a
special experience and I am so sad that my undergrad time
is coming to an end. I’ve loved every minute of it!
1772 Flight

Single Vineyard Series

1772 Flight
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Personal Photo
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Personal Photo
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